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Abstract - Spiral Architecture is a relatively new
and powerful approach to machine vision system.
The geometrical arrangement of pixels on Spiral
architecture can be described in terms of a
hexagonal grid. However, all the existing hardware
for capturing image and for displaying image are
produced based on rectangular architecture. It has
become a serious problem affecting the advanced
research on Spiral Architecture. In this paper, a new
approach to mimicking Spiral Architecture is
presented. This mimic Spiral Architecture almost
retains image resolution and does not introduce
distortion. Furthermore, images can be smoothly and
easily transferred between the traditional square
structure and this new hexagonal structure. In this
paper, we also perform a fast way to locate
hexagonal pixels. Another contribution in this paper
is a novel construction of hexagonal pixels that are
four times as big as the virtual hexagonal pixels. This
construction of larger hexagonal pixels does not
change the axes of symmetry, and does not create any
spaces or overlaps between hexagons.
Keywords: Hexagonal structure, Spiral Architecture.
1 Introduction
The advantages of using a hexagonal grid to
represent digit images have been investigated for
more than thirty years. The importance of the
hexagonal representation is that it possesses special
computational features that are pertinent to the vision
process. Its computational power for intelligent vision
pushes forward the image processing field. Dozens of
reports describing the advantages of using such a grid
type have been found in the literature. The hexagonal
image structure has features of higher degree of
circular symmetry, uniform connectivity, greater
angular resolution, and a reduced need of storage and
computation in image processing operations.
In spite of its numerous advantages, hexagonal grid
has so far not yet been widely used in computer
vision and graphics field. The main problem that
limits the use of hexagonal image structure is
believed due to lack of hardware for capturing and
displaying hexagonal-based images. In the past years,
there have been various attempts to simulate a
hexagonal grid on a regular rectangular grid device.
The simulation schemes include those using
rectangular pixels [1,2], pseudo hexagonal pixels [3],
mimic hexagonal pixels [4] and virtual hexagonal
pixels [5]. Although none of these simulation
schemes can represent the hexagonal structure
without depressing the advantages that a real
hexagonal structure possesses, the use of these
techniques provides us a practical tool for image
processing on a hexagonal structure and makes us
possible to carry out research based on a hexagonal
structure using existing computer vision and graphics
systems.
The arrangement of a hexagonal grid is different from
a rectangular grid as seen in Figure 1. On a hexagonal
image structure, each pixel has only six neighboring
pixels which have the same distance to the central
pixel.
In this paper, we will construct a hexagonal structure
that is converted from the traditional square structure
easily and quickly. Based on the structure, we will
present a easy and fast way to compute the location of
each hexagonal pixel.
We will also develop a method that is used to
increase the size of the constructed hexagonal pixels
to four times bigger. Increasing the pixel size does
not change the three axes of symmetry in vertical and
two diagonal directions respectively. Furthermore,
enlargement of the pixel size does not create any
spaces (or gaps) or overlaps between hexagons. In the
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previous research on fractal compression on
hexagonal structure [6], we could only increase the
size of a hexagonal region to be seven times bigger in
order to keep shape of region similar. This has led to
imperfect compression results. This paper provides a
means that can easily increase the size of a region to
be four times bigger while keeping the shape of the
region exactly the same. Based on this, it is expected
that the results of fractal image compression on
hexagonal structure can be improved. How image
compression can be improved is beyond this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review the related works on simulation
of hexagonal structure. We briefly review a special
hexagonal structure, called Spiral Architecture in
Section 3. In Section 4, a simulation of hexagonal
structure is performed, followed by the methods to
determine the pixel locations and for increasing the
size of hexagonal pixels. We conclude in Section 5.
(a) Rectangular (b) Hexagonal
Figure 1. Vision unit in two different image architectures
2 Related Work
How to simulate hexagonally sampled images on
common square display equipments has become a
serious problem that affects the advanced research on
hexagonal architecture in the field of computer vision
and graphics.
There have been several ways to simulate a
hexagonal grid on a regular rectangular grid. Some of
the related works are summarized as follows. More
complete review on simulation of hexagonal structure
can be found in [7].
2.1 Mimic hexagonal pixels using square pixels
Wuthrich et al. [3] proposed a pseudo hexagonal
pixel (see Fig. 2) in order to evaluate the visual effect
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of hexagonal pixel and square pixel. A hexagonal
pixel, called a hyperpel, is simulated using a set of
many square pixels and the simulated square grid had
to be adapted in order to make its density comparable
with the hexagonal grid. This results in a great loss of
image resolution and an inexact simulation of the
square grid.
y y
Figure 2. Simulated hyper pixel (right)
He [4] proposed a mimic hexagonal structure, called
mimic Spiral Architecture, where one hexagonal pixel
consists of four traditional square pixels and its grey
level value is the average of the involved four pixels
(see Figure 3). This mimic scheme preserves the
important property of hexagonal architecture that
each pixel has exactly six surrounding neighbours.
However, because the grey-level value of the mimic
hexagonal pixel is taken from the average of the four
corresponding square pixels, this mimic scheme
introduces loss of resolution. In addition, we know
that according to hexagonal structure theory the
distance between each of the six surrounding pixels
and the central pixel is the same. However, this
property is lost in the mimic Spiral Architecture.
4
3
2
1 0
Figure 3. A cluster of 7 mimic hexagons
2.2 Virtual hexagonal structure
Wu et al. [5] constructed a virtual hexagonal
structure which is an important milestone for the
theoretical research and the practical application
exploration of this architecture. Using virtual Spiral
Architecture, images on rectangular structure can be
smoothly converted to Spiral Architecture. The
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Virtual Spiral Architecture exists only during the
procedure of image processing. It builds up virtual
hexagonal pixels in the memory space of a computer.
Then, processing algorithms is implemented based on
the virtual spiral space. Finally, the resulted data can
be mapped back to rectangular architecture for
display (see Figure 4). Unlike the previously
proposed mimicking methods, this mimicking
operation almost does not introduce distortion or
reduce image resolution, which is the most
remarkable advantage over other mimicking methods,
while keeping the isotropic property of the hexagonal
architecture. But one of the disadvantages of using
this approach is that the computation cost is high
when converting between the square based images
and hexagon based images because of the complex
computation in determining the locations (or the
areas) of hexagonal pixels.
Original images
on square grid
( Mapping
Process images
on hexagonal grid
Images on virtual
hexagonal grid
Inversely
7 Mapping
Processed images
on square grid
Figure 4. Image processing on virtual Spiral Architecture
3 Spiral Architecture
Obviously, no matter which kind of simulation
scheme is applied, the hexagonal pixels cannot be
labeled in row and column order as in the traditional
rectangular structure. In order to properly address and
store hexagonal images data, Sheridan [8] proposed a
one-dimensional addressing scheme for a hexagonal
structure, together with the definitions of two
operations, Spiral Addition and Spiral Multiplication.
This hexagonal structure is called the Spiral
Architecture (SA) (see Figure 5). The Spiral
Architecture is inspired from anatomical
consideration of the primate's vision system.
In the Spiral Architecture, Spiral Addition and Spiral
Multiplication correspond to image translation and
rotation respectively. The result of an addition or a
multiplication is a spiral address [8], and it can be
computed based on the spiral addition between the
seven addresses from 0 to 6 [9].
Figure 5. Spiral Architecture and Spiral addressing
For the whole image, following the spiral rotation
direction, as shown in Figure 6, one can find out the
location of any hexagonal pixel with a given spiral
address starting from the central pixel of address O.
From Figure 6, it is easy to see that finding
neighbouring pixels plays a very important role to
locate a pixel and hence is critical in the process of
the two operations defined on the SA. The location of
the pixel with a given spiral address
anan_1 ••• a1, (a; = 0,1,2,· .. ,6 for i = 1,2,···, n. )
can be found from the locations of
a; x 10i-1 for i = 1,2,··· ,n.
For example, to find the location of the pixel with
spiral address 243, we need only know the locations
of the pixels with spiral addresses 200, 40 and 3.
____ 'Main rotating
direction
..."..._-"".••..Secondary rotating
direction
Figure 6. Spiral rotating direction
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4 Simulationof Spiral Architecture
After ~he review of various mimicking methods
for simulatIOn of hexagonal structure in Sect' 2
, S' 1 A hi Ion , anew mimic pira rc itecture that modi£" th
. 1S ' 1A hi res eexisting Virtua pira rc itecture [5] is presented in
this section.
4.1 Construction of hexagonal pixels
The idea as shown in [3] for the Construct' f
, d d' hi Ion 0hyperpels IS a opte In t IS section to co t t
1 ' 1 W f ns ruehexagona pixe s. e irst separate each squar . I, . e plxe
into 7~7 smaller pixels called s~b-pI~els. The light
intensIty for each of these sub-pixels IS the sa, ' me as
that of the pIxel from which the sub-pl'xel. . s are
separated.. Each virtual hexagonal p!xel is formed by
56 SUb-PIX~lsarranged as shown In Figure 7. The
light intensity of each constructed hexagonal t' I
'I d P xeell "e easi y compute as the average of the
im, Aties of the 56 ~ub-pixels forming the hexagonal
pixel.Note that the SIze of each constructed pixel is
56 - 49 = 12,5%
56
bigger than each square pixel. Hence, the numb f
h I' I' «rr: er 0exagona pixe s IS 12,.)-/0 less than the numb f, 1 er 0
square pixe s to cover the same image. From th
observation result obtained in [10], it is claimed th rt
13.4% fewer sampling points (or pixels) are req . ad, Ulre
with a hexagonal structure to maintain equal am t
f' . • ' ouno Image mtormatron (or the same image resolun )
ith h di 1 Ion~lt tetra itiona square structure. Because 12,5%
ISless than 13.4%, the image represented usincr th
hexagonal pixels constructed in the way aboveb .lei
1
. WI
not ose Image resolution,
x x x x x
x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x X
x x x x x x x x x
x x x x x x x
x x x X x x x
x x X x x
Figure 7. The structure of a single hexagonal pixel
figure 8 shoWS a collection of seven hexagonal pixels
onstructed with spiral addresses from 0 to 6. From
~igure 8, it is easy to see that the hexagonal pixels
onstrueted in this way tile the whole plane without
c d spaces and overlaps, From Figure 8, it can be
ansily computed that the distance from pixel 0 to
~xel 1 or pixel 4 is 8, The distance from pixel 0 to
pI '15 '16'pixel 2, pixel 3, pixe or plxe IS
.J72 + 42 = 8.06.
'hich IS close to 8. Hence, the feature of equal
~istanCe is almo,st retain~d and, he~ce this
construction hardly Introduces Image distortion.
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FigUre 8. A cluster of seven hexagonal pixels
Locating hexagonal pixels
To locate a pixel, we only need to derive the way
1 C
ate the pixel with spiral address in the form of
to 0
4.2
a x 10;,i = 1,2,···.,a = 1,2,···,6.
s use vector [0, 0] to denote the location of the
Let u onal with spiral address 0,and vector [i, k] (j, k
he)(~gtegers) to denote the location of a pixel that is
are l,n ed by moving from [0, 0] towards right (or left
?b~~ negative) for VI sub-pixels and down (or up if k
~fJ ative) for Ikl sub-pixels. If we also use IJ..a) to
IS l1e; the location of the hexagonal pixel with spiral
de110 s a then we have IJ..O) = [0, 0]. From Figure 8,
addres ,
, . easy to see that
It IS
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L(l) = [0, 8],L(2) = [-7, 4],L(3) = [-7, - 4],
L(4) =[0, -8],L(5) =[7, -4],L(6) =[7, 4].
Note that location of hexagonal pixel with address 10
is obtained by moving from pixel 1 in the direction
from pixel 6 towards pixel 1 for two pixels distance
[8] (see Figure 5). Similarly, we can determine the
locations of pixels 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60. From Figure
8, the locations of these pixels can be computed as
follows.
L(lO) = L(l) + 2L(2),L(20) = L(2) + 2L(3),
L(30) = L(3) + 2L(4),L(40) = L(4) + 2L(5),
L(50) = L(5) + 2L(6),L(60) = L(6) + 2L(1).
Following this track, it is easy to derive that
L(a x io: = L(a x lOi-1) + 2L((a + 1) x 1Oi-!)
L(6x io': = L(6 x lOi-1) + 2L(lOi-l)
for i = 1,2,·· '., a = 1,2,'" ,5.
The location of the pixel with a given spiral address
can be computed by
n
L(anan_1 • •• a1) = IL(a; x lOi-1).
i=1
For example,
L(243)
= L(200) + L(40)+ L(3)
= L(20) + 2L(30) + [L( 4) + 2L(5)] + L(3)
= L(2) + 2L(3) +2[L(3) + 2L( 4)]
+ L( 4) + 2L(5) + L(3)
= L(2) + 5L(3) +5L( 4)+ 2L(5)
= [-7, 4]+5[-7, -4]+5[0, -8]+2[7, -4]
= [- 28, -64].
Therefore, our new simulation of Spiral Architecture
avoids the complex computation of pixel regions as
shown in our previous paper [5] and we no longer
need to create a large table (saved in the PC:memory)
to record the locations of hexagonal pixels. This
greatly increase the speed of image processing based
on SA.
4.3 Enlarge hexagonal pixels
To form hexagonal pixels which are four times
as big as the hexagonal pixels constructed above, we
take 24 sub-pixels from each of neighbouring pixels
of a reference pixel. As illustrated in Figure 9, we
take 28 sub-pixels (marked red) from pixels labeled 1
up to 6. These pixels together with the 56 sub-pixels
labeled ° (of the reference hexagonal pixel 0) form a
larger pixel consisting of 4 x 56 = 224 sub-pixels.
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Figure 9. A larger size hexagonal pixel obtained from 6
pixels of smaller size
The distance between the neighbouring pixels of this
larger size in the vertical direction is 16. The distance
between the neighbouring pixels of this larger size in
the two diagonal directions is
Furthermore, each larger pixel has six neighbouring
pixels of the same size in the vertical and two
diagonal directions respectively like the structure
consisting of smaller hexagonal pixels.
5 Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper, we have developed a novel method
to construct or mimic the Spiral Architecture. This
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constructed hexagonal structure does not change the
image resolution and introduce image distortion. It
retains the advantages of the real hexagonal system
such as higher degree of symmetry, uniformly
connected and closed-packed form. This structure
together with the light intensities cannot be displayed
and it exists only in the computer memory during the
procedure of image processing. Image processing
based on a hexagonal structure can be implemented
using this structure. As there are simple non-
overlapping mappings between the sub-pixels and the
square pixels, and the mappings between the sub-
pixels and the hexagonal pixels, the results of image
processing on the hexagonal structure can be easily
mapped back to the square structure for to display.
Unlike the Virtual Spiral Architecture shown in [5],
the construction of this new mimic structure does not
require complex computation for determining the
regions of hexagonal pixels, and does not request
build a large table stored in the computer memory to
record the pixel locations The location of each pixel
can he easily and fast determined and computed using
mathematical formulae. The computation speed for
image processing based on this newly developed
structure can hence be greatly improved.
In order to show its potential application to the area
of image compression and other areas, we have also
presented a method to construct hexagonal pixels that
are four times bigger than the original hexagonal
pixels. The structure consisting of the larger pixels
does not change the orientation of the hexagonal
structure, i.e., the three symmetry axes of the
hexagonal structure keep unchanged. The way to
enlarge each pixel provides a means to sketch regions
of lager size with the same shape. for example, for
fractal image compression [6], \\'C can now easily
construct domain blocks that are four times bigger
than range blocks, and the domain and range blocks
look exactly the same except their sizes.
In order to show the applications of our work, our
next step is to refine our existing algorithms based on
the Spiral Architecture for edge detection, image
compression and others. A great improvement both in
accuracy and speed is expected to achieve
5:
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